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I. Write Unreal Conditional Sentences using the cues given: 

1.         have enough money   –   travel round the world 

    …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.         not see the letter     -      never find out 

     …………………………………………………………………………………………... 

3.         win at the lottery     -     start a business 

     ………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

4.         not take the map     -     lose our way 

      …………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5.         be careful     -     not make so many mistakes 

       ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

                                                                                                                          (5x 0.40=2p) 

II. Rewrite the following sentences using stylistic inversion: 

1. I haven’t been on holiday since last summer. 

    Not since………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. We haven’t had so much fun anywhere else. 

    Nowhere ………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. If I had known what kind of person he was, I wouldn’t have trusted him.. 

    Had……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. I have never heard such nonsense. 

    Never ……………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. We realized only then that we had taken the wrong way. 

     Only then………………………………………………………………………………...  

                                                                                                                           (5x0.40=2p) 



 

III. Complete the following sentences using appropriate modal verbs of deduction: 

1. I don’t remember the end of that film. I……………………………………….  (fall asleep) 

2. James looks very unhappy. Do you think he…………………………………  (be homesick) ? 

3. The guests are very late. Do you think they……………………………… (get lost) ? 

4. I can’t find my umbrella. I………………………………….. (leave) in my desk at school! 

5. I’m sure Susan is working on the project. Susan ……………………………….on the project. 

                                                                                                                             (5x0.40= 2p) 

IV. Write an essay on the following topic: “Has technology ruined childhood?” (260 words) 

                                                                                                                             (3p) 

                                                                                                                      Total number of points: 9 

                                                                                                                      (1point granted) 

                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Answer key: 

I. 1. If I had enough money, I would travel round the world. 

   2. If I hadn’t found the letter, I would never have found out the truth. 

   3. If I won at the lottery, I would start a business. 

   4. If we hadn’t taken a map, we would have lost our way. 

   5. If you had been careful, you wouldn’t have made so many mistakes. 

Note. Any correct conditional sentence would be accepted. 

II. 1. Not since last summer have I been on holiday. 

     2. Nowhere else have we had so much fun. 

     3. Had I known what kind of person he was, I wouldn’t have trusted him. 

     4. Never (before) have I heard such nonsense. 

     5. Only then did we realize that we had taken the wrong way. 

III. 1. I must have fallen asleep. 

      2. Do you think he may/might/could be homesick? 

      3. Do you think they could/may/might have got lost? 

      4. I must have left it in my desk at school! 

      5. Susan must be working on the project. 

IV. Essay.   

1. Correct layout with clear paragraphs - 0,5 p. 

2. Appropriate introduction and ending – 0,5p. 

3. Well-balanced arguments, clear development of viewpoints using appropriate cohesive devices-              

0,5p 

4. Formal register and use of advanced vocabulary – 0,5p. 

5. Relevance of ideas to the topic – 0,5p 

6. Length constraint – 0,5p 

 

 

 

     


